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Forest Carbon Specialist - Environmental Forester / Ecologist

1. Job Title: Forest Carbon Specialist - Environmental Forester / Ecologist
   Added here on 26 Mar 2010
   
   Job Type: full-time permanent position
   
   Opportunity location: Indonesia / Singapore
   
   Closing date (if specified): No date specified (will remain here for 90 days from posting date)
   
   Opportunity Description:
   Sequence is currently seeking a Forest Carbon Specialist to be based in Asia (Singapore and/or Indonesia).
   The ideal candidate would have 4+ years experience in forestry as related to carbon projects throughout Asia.
   Must have the abilities to visit remote field sites to support forest based carbon projects; developing and drafting
   project assessment reports; and assisting in the development and review of AFOLU project methodologies.
   Requires strong understanding of the policies surrounding avoided deforestation, carbon markets, and carbon
   standards and their verification requirements (i.e. VCS, CAR, CDM). Experienced in forestry management
   techniques (e.g. FCS, LEI, RIL), GIS and remote sensing analyst software and biomass inventories and forest
   stock assessments desired.
   Requires a Bachelors degree in Forestry, Ecology, Environmental Sciences or other applicable scientific
   discipline. Must have excellent written and verbal communication abilities in either Bahasa Indonesia and English
   languages.
   
   For more info, contact:
   
   Sequence Systems
   Attention: Michael DeSafey
   2008 Opportunity Dr. Suite 150
   Roseville, CA 95678
   Phone: 1-916-782-6900 ext. 202
   Fax: 1-916-782-6307
   Email: jobs@sequencestaffing.com
   www.sequencestaffing.com
   
   Keywords: forestry, carbon, environment, environmental, biomass, ecology, management, deforestation, forest
   stock assessments, Bahasa, Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, carbon management, biology, wildlife,
   ecology, china.

   Our Opportunity ID: 15662

Please mention "I found this on the SCB website..." if you make contact as a result of seeing opportunities posted here.
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